Art from Snow and Ice

The Inuit people of Canada have been producing “art” for thousands of years.
Their early art had religious significance and usually was created by carving animal or
human figures from walrus ivory or antler horn.
There was also decoration on
clothing, baskets and other
domestic artifacts useful for a
nomadic people.

Ivory Snow Knives

The focus of our interest in this article is a
small community on Baffin Island, Canada

An early encounter for the Inuit on Baffin Island was
with a Virginia Trading Company vessel in 1631, whose
captain named this part of Baffin Island Cape Dorset,
after Edward Sackville 4th Earl of Dorset, a leading figure
in the Virginia Trading Company.
(Sorry but I can’t resist those shoes!)

The area kept this name till 2019 when the inhabitants
voted to change the name to Kinngait.
A change in function and subject of the art resulted from
the Inuit’s early contact with European traders and
whalers. As well as trading for animal skins the traders
were also interested in small carved objects that were
exchanged for small metal implements, needles, tea and
alcohol. The Inuit carved cribbage sets for the sailors, and objects such as walrus tusks as
curiosities.
At the end of the 19th century the coming of missionaries opened up new avenues for
producing religious objects. Naturally they continued to produce in stone and bone those
objects they needed.
In 1913 the Hudson Bay Company traded rifles and other goods for furs, also purchasing
some carvings.
During the early 20th century as Canada opened up and as Canadians came into contact
with information about the indigenous peoples of their country there was curiosity and
excitement of discovering their art. Museums, as well as individual collectors, began buying
carvings. You can discover examples of beautiful carvings from this time on the websites of
Scott Polar in Cambridge and Museum of Inuit Art Toronto amongst other sites.
After WW2 the Canadian government was anxious to find ways to support Inuit culture
financially, as income from the fur trade had dropped and the Inuit communities were

struggling economically and socially. James Archibald Houston, a talented artist himself,
had come to the Arctic region of Canada in 1948 to paint. He became interested in the art
of the people living there and bought some carvings back to the Canadian Handicrafts
Guild, who then persuaded the government to get involved. So, with a grant of $1,100
dollars and the role of civil administrator, Houston went back to Baffin Island to set up
workshops to create sculptures commercially, mainly from the greenstone that can be
found in the mountains near to their settlement. He and his wife and family stayed in Cape
Dorset till 1962.
However, the sculptures were difficult to send to buyers and Houston began to consider if
there were other possibilities.
The story goes that he was sitting, chatting and smoking with some men from the
community when one remarked how wonderful it was that the cigarette manufacturers
could find enough artists to make all the boxes for cigarettes exactly the same! Was this the
light bulb moment for setting up a print workshop?
Houston thought through the idea that the stone carvers had the skill to make the plates
for lithographs and that other artists in the community had the skills for the designs. Prints
would be much easier to sell and to send to their clients.
The first project was to make a calendar. From the success of this project came the West
Baffin Eskimo Co Operative. Every year they still make calendars, appointment diaries and
similar booklets to showcase their limited-edition prints. The co-operative offers all the
facilities for print making, the expertise in the art and in marketing the designs.
Another chance discovery was made by Iyola, a carver, but also the owner of a pool hall. He
found that the slate bed of a pool table makes an excellent stone base for carving.
However, the greenstone is still used as well.
There are other Inuit communities creating art. None has flourished in the way that
Kinnigait has, a quarter of the town are
actively involved in making art works. Their
work is bought all over the world, there are
exhibitions and galleries dedicated to Inuit
art, both from the past and from today.

Famous Artists from the community include:
John Pangnak (1920-1980)
for his more abstract sculptures.

Nuna Parr(b1949)
for his dancing bears

Ashevak
Keneojuak,
(1927-2013)
the first of the
women painters.
This design was
commemorated on a
Canadian postage
stamp.
.

And Peter Pitseolak, ((1902-1973) painter and photographer, after whom the settlement’s
High School was named.

The original themes for the art came from the Arctic environment, but more recent work
has more contemporary themes in which the artists comment on the new environments
and lives of the Inuit today.

References you might like to look up.
Websites amongst others: Canadian Museum of Inuit Art, Toronto, West Baffin Eskimo Co
-Operative,
Scott Polar Institute Cambridge
British Museum Exhibition “Arctic Culture and Climate” 27th Oct 2020 -27th February 2021
I can recommend a video called Cape Dorset Nunavut, The Epicentre of Inuit Art
(Search Cape Dorset Inuit Art on the internet, then click video and choose the above. )

Also:- Eskimo Artist Kenojuak 19mins long. You might just like the end which shows both
the process and her joy at the achievement of a print.
Inuit art pioneer (Ashevak Kenojuak) Dies CBC
Do look up Nuna Parr for his dancing bears.

My little loon

And a friend’s bear

Kinngait

